
Nanette Sage
Hit Location is determined using Con+Size. The table for determining each body part is found in the RuneQuest 6ed book on page 14.Hit Points Per Location	CON+SIZLocation ** 1–5 ** 6–10 ** 11–15 ** 16–20 ** 21–25 ** 26–30 ** 31–35 ** 36–40 ** +5 ptsHead ------1 ***** 2 ****** 3 ******* 4 ******* 5 ******* 6 ******* 7 ******** 8 ****** +1 Chest ----- 3 ***** 4 ****** 5 ******* 6 ******* 7 ******* 8 ******* 9 ******** 10 ***** +1 Abdomen -- 2 ***** 3 ****** 4 ******* 5 ******* 6 ******* 7 ******* 8 ******** 9 ****** +1 Each Arm -- 1 ***** 1 ****** 2 ******* 3 ******* 4 ******* 5 ******* 6 ******** 7 ****** +1 Each Leg --  1 ***** 2 ****** 3 ******* 4 ******* 5 ******* 6 ******* 7 ******** 8 ****** +1 --------------------For every additional 5 points, add one more point to each body part.-------------------Location ** 41–45 ** 46–50 ** 51–55 ** 56–60 ** 61–65 ** 66–70 ** 71–75 ** 76–80 ** +5 ptsHead ------   9 ******* 10 ***** 11 ****** 12 ****** 13 ****** 14 ***** 15 ***** 16 ***** +1 Chest -----  11 ******* 12 ***** 13 ****** 14 ****** 15 ****** 16 ***** 17 ***** 18 ***** +1 Abdomen ---10 ******* 11 ***** 12 ****** 13 ****** 14 ****** 15 ***** 16 ***** 17 ***** +1 Each Arm --   8 ******** 9 ****** 10 ****** 11 ****** 12 ****** 13 ***** 14 ***** 15 ***** +1 Each Leg ---  9 ******* 10 ***** 11 ******* 12 ****** 13 ****** 14 ***** 15 ***** 16 ***** +1  --------------------
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Luck PointsPOW determines your initial starting Luck Points. Use the following to determine how many luck points you start with. If your Pow is...6 or Less = 17 to 12 = 213 to 18 = 3Each additional 6 points adds +1--------------The Reasons Why:Luck is based upon your Power.҉҉POW: power is a measure of luck anddivine favour; a gift of fate, or the abilityto cheat it
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Damage Modifier table:-----------STR + SIZ Damage Modifier5 or Less = –1D86 to 10 = –1D611 to 15 = –1D416 to 20 = –1D221 to 25 = +026 to 30 = +1D231 to 35 = +1D436 to 40 = +1D641 to 45 = +1D846 to 50 = +1D1051 to 60 = +1D1261 to 70 = +2D671 to 80 = +1d8+1d681 to 90 = +2d891 to 100 = +1d10+1d8101 to 110 = +2d10111 to 120 = +2d10+1d2121 to 130 = +2d10+1d4For each additional 10 points Continue Progression, +2d10+1d6, +2d10+1d8, +3d10, +3d10+1d2, +3d10+1d4... The Reasons Why…҉҉STR: stronger characters can apply more brute force҉҉SIZ: greater size usually indicates greater mass or leverageDamage ModifierThe bonus amount of damage a character inflicts when they physically strike or apply force. It is generally used in combat situations, but can also be utilized when attempting to break objects. The damage modifier is an extra die roll which is either added to, or subtracted from, the damage inflicted by the weapon or tool. If a negative damage modifier takes a weapon’s damage to zero or below then no damage at all has been inflicted. Add together STR and SIZ and consult the table above.
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Experience Modifier is based upon your Charisma-------------------CHA Exp. Modifier6 or Less = –17 to 12 013 to 18 +1Each 6 points add an additional +1The Reasons Why…҉҉CHA: charismatic characters possess greater force of personality and the ability to encourage co-operation from friends, comrades and peers----------Experience ModifierOver the course of play characters improve their skills and capabilities. This is achieved through the use of Experience Rolls which are explained in more detail on page 108.A character’s CHA score may adjust the number of Experience Rolls the character has, reflecting the relationship he has with his peers and his reputation in his community. If CHA is high people are willing to put themselves out to help train or support the character whilst they undergo tuition. Conversely, if CHA is particularly low, there may be some difficulty improving one’s capabilities without the assistance of others; finding someone to spar against for example.
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Healing Rate is determined by your ConstitutionCON Healing Rate6 or Less = 17 to 12 = 213 to 18 = 3Each additional 6 points adds +1The Reasons Why…҉҉CON: the more vitality a character has, the faster he recovers.---------------Healing RateAfter receiving injuries, a character needs to recuperate. Healing Rate determines how quickly they naturally recover from wounds. Depending on the severity of the injury (see page 121), the Healing Rate denotes how many Hit Points are recovered per day, week or month.
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Movement RateEvery creature has a Movement Rate – a number of meters that can be travelled during a specific period of time. Movement is not calculated from Characteristics but is a default value which differs from race to race.The base Movement Rate for humans is 6 meters, although certain skills can improve this. The detailed section on Movement is found in the RuneQuest 6th Edition Core Rule Book on page 105.
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Prana PointsThe Attribute of Magic Points is renamed to Prana Points, reflecting inner resources used by certain Traits and game effects, such as Psionics and Mystical talents. Prana Points are extremely important to Characters that deal heavily with the preternatural and arcane aspects of the Arkwright multiverse. Where their interactions demand it, this inner well of strength is as important as a Character’s Hit Points – perhaps more so.Characters start with a number of Prana Points equal to their POW Characteristic. When Prana Points reach zero, the character has exhausted his or her ability to call on their powers or talents.
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Strike Rank is the average of the DEX and INT characteristics. Add Dexterity & Intelligence and then divide that number by 2 ((Dex + Int)/2). This will give you your average of the two.The Reasons Why…҉҉INT: clever fighters can predict attacks and anticipate their opponent’s strategies҉҉DEX: faster characters react and respond more quickly than slower ones----------------Strike RankThe moment at which someone reacts in combat is governed by initiative. Strike Rank acts as a modifier to initiative rolls; the higher the Strike Rank, the faster one responds in a combat situation, determining when you can act. Further factors – armor for example – modify it. The Combat chapter goes into more detail on how Strike Ranks are used (see page 136 of the RuneQuest 6th Edition Core Rulebook). Strike Rank is the average of the DEX and INT characteristics.
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Tenacity PointsThe new Attribute of Tenacity reflects the psychological well-being and resilience needed by Valhalla Project agents when traveling through the parallels and battling the chaos of the Disruptors.Tenacity Points are based on POW, but vary based on the activities and events during the game.A character’s Tenacity Points represent mental or psychological Hit Points. They can suffer damage and be reduced in the same way locational hit points can be reduced through physical damage.As Tenacity Points are reduced, the character becomes more vulnerable to certain Conditions (see page 51 of the Luthor Arkwright Roleplaying Across the Parallels book). When Tenacity Points reach a negative value, any Conditions gained through exposure to traumatic, horrifying or sanity-shaking events become permanent.When Tenacity Points reach a negative value equal to their starting value (less any modifier for Dependencies – see below) then the character is considered permanently insane or incapable of any further mental function. Just as a massive loss of Hit Points results in physical death, a massive loss of Tenacity Points results in mental instability Characters start with a number of Tenacity Points equal to their POW Characteristic.
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Passions Table---------------------------------------------- - - Object of PassionA person, in a romantic or familial context- - Lover, Sibling, Wife, Parent, Aloof or Unsuspecting Object of Desire- - - - 30% plus Loved one’s POW+CHAA person in a platonic context (a friendship or loyalty, for example)- - Leader, Teacher, Ruler, Master, Rescuer, Priest, Enemy- - - - 30% plus Character’s POW and subject’s CHAA person in an averse context- - Enemy leader, Rival worker, Husband of Desired Lover, Murderer of Friend, Thief- - - - 30% plus Character’s POW and subject’s CHAAn organization or group of people- - Family, School, Temple, Religion, Local Community, Military Unit, Guild, Nobles- - - - 30% plus Character’s POW+INTA race or species- - Foreigners, Non Humans, Tigers, Supernatural Beasts, Ghosts, Primitives- - - - 30% plus Character’s POW x 2A place- - A Country, Home Town, Holy Place, Capital City, Graveyards, Mountains- - - - 30% plus Character’s POW+INTAn object or substance- - The Iron Throne, Diabolic Relic, Magic, Darkness, Ancient Heirloom, Gemstones- - - - 30% plus Character’s POW x 2A concept or ideal- - An Ethic, Moral Code, Freedom, Personal Honor, Betrayal, Dishonesty- - - - 30% plus Character’s POW+INT
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Sticky Note
STARTING Action Points is:
Intelligence + Dexterity then consult the table for the number of Action points you get.
12 or Less = 1 Action Point
13 - 24 = 2 Action Points
25 - 36 = 3 Action Points
For every additional 12 points you will get +1 Action Point.
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